Good afternoon! An announcement was sent to the Admin Directors listserv yesterday from UGA Human Resources and the Office of Research regarding policy revisions for grant-funded positions and post-doctoral appointments (see message below). First, we wanted to make sure you saw this message.

Second, we want to reiterate the portion regarding policy revisions on postdoctoral appointments and point you to the Office of Postdoc Affairs documents that have been updated:

- Units now have two distinct options for postdoc appointments: defined-term and open-term. Faculty/units can choose which best suits their needs based on the nature of the funding available.
- The defined-term option requires an up-front defined end date and formal continuation letters, and has less notice requirement at the time of separation.
- Open-term option does not require a defined end date or formal continuation letters, but requires additional notice at termination (and may be subject to RIF if the position is state-funded).
- Further details of these changes can be found on pages 3 and 4 of the updated UGA Policy for Postdoctoral Appointments, found here.
- Updated offer letter templates for both defined-term and open-term can be found here and must be used for all new postdoctoral appointments effective April 11, 2022.
- REMINDER: Please send postdoc draft offer letters to opa@uga.edu for review before presenting them to the candidate.
- UPDATE: This guide has also been updated with this new information and now includes a visual workflow of the appointment process in addition to the text - Processing Postdoctoral Appointments in UGAJobs: A Guide for Unit HR Administrators. Please review this guide when appointing a postdoc in your unit.
- UPDATE: The Postdoc HP Cover Form has also been updated. Please use this new form with “Updated 3-2022” in the upper right corner.
- REMINDER: This document is also available - A Practical Guide to Managing UGA Postdoctoral Positions: Instructions and FAQs

Please pass this information along to anyone in your unit that works with appointing postdocs and may not have received this message.

As always, please email opa@uga.edu if you have any questions!

============================================
Change in UGA-HR requirement for RIF when terminating grant-funded positions:
The University of Georgia Reduction in Force (RIF) Policy and procedures have been revised. Departments are no longer required to complete a RIF Request Form to terminate positions funded by research or sponsored program financial sources. Departments needing to terminate any postdoc position funded by research or sponsored program sources should follow the guidelines outlined in the revised UGA Policy for Postdoctoral Appointments. This update is effective April 11, 2022.

Change in postdoc appointment and termination policies and procedures:
In response to the change in UGA RIF requirements, the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs has revised its policy and guidelines for postdoc appointments and terminations. In addition to no longer requiring a RIF for grant-funded postdocs, units now have two distinct options for postdoc appointments: defined-term and open-term. Faculty/units can choose which best suits their needs based on the nature of the funding available. The defined-term option requires an up-front defined end date and formal continuation letters, and has less notice requirement at the time of separation, while the open-term option does not require a defined end date or formal continuation letters, but requires additional notice at termination (and may be subject to RIF if the position is state-funded). Details of these changes can be found on pages 3 and 4 of the updated UGA Policy for Postdoctoral Appointments, found [here](#). Updated templates for both defined-term and open-term offer letters can be found [here](#) and must be used for all new postdoctoral appointments effective April 11, 2022.
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